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Abstract

We present a set of tools that were developed for an exper-
imental music project in which an album was created with
1,000 distinct variations and released as a digital limited edi-
tion. The tools enable the parameterisation of musical com-
positions created in the popular music software Ableton Live
such that timelines of musical elements can be composed as
keyframes and interpolated between.

Parameterisation
The parameterisation of human-designed artefacts turns a
single design into a navigable ‘design space’. ‘Parameterisa-
tion’ can be defined as the extraction of a fixed set of param-
eter values from a given entity. This allows for rich mappings
from parameters to design outcomes as long as these are de-
terministic and enumerable. Not all generative systems are
naturally parametric – for example, L-systems and genera-
tive grammars exist as complex structures – but entities in
these systems can be defined as strings and can therefore be
enumerated, and thus reduced to parameters. For such sys-
tems more suitable enumerations may exist. Much parame-
terisation consists of a more literal identification of param-
eters, such as the wingspan of an aeroplane design, or the
coefficients of a polynomial equation describing wing curva-
ture. A desirable property of a parameter system is smooth-
ness, such that proximity in parameter-space corresponds to
proximity in the design space. More generally the relation-
ship between the geometry of the parameter space and the
resulting points in the design space may itself be a design
challenge.

Parameterisation and Musical Metacreation
Parameterisation is a common stage in optimisation tasks
such as artificial evolutionary optimisation. Here the set of
parameter values is understood as a genotype and the spe-
cific design resulting from a point in the parameter-space is
understood as a phenotype. The smoothness of the genotype-
phenotype mapping aids the ability for the algorithm to in-
crementally improve on designs. More generally, parameter-
isation can be used to provide a simple graphical interface
with which a user can interactively explore a design space.
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Although parameterisation itself provides only a very weak
step towards musically metacreative systems it is a funda-
mental activity in a vast amount of musical metacreation re-
search.

The argument for the relevance of the current work to mu-
sical metacreation is that it provides a small step towards en-
abling the metacontrol of musical works in a regular creative
workflow. Its contribution lies in demonstrating a working
system that allows non-technical users to parameterise and
parametrically control their compositions. A consequence
of this is that each such parametric composition provides a
search space, albeit very simple, that an automated system
can generatively explore. The current work therefore sug-
gests working methods that may be more amenable to col-
laborative human-machine control of creative output, pos-
sibly involving distributed collaborative creativity between
multiple practitioners.

Parameterisation in Design
A number of creative industries have embraced parameter-
isation. For example, the software Grasshopper1 is a popu-
lar plugin to the Rhino 3D design environment, which fa-
cilitates the parametric control of 3D structures. Paramet-
ric design of 3D forms has become commonplace, with ap-
plications ranging from studies of variation of form within
the design of a single building, to evolutionary optimi-
sation tasks. Such techniques have been praised for con-
tributing to increasingly ‘organic’ architectural forms. Rhino
and Grasshopper typify the productive integration of pro-
grammable and reconfigurable algorithmic methods within
pro-user creative environments.

Parameterisation in Music
Parameterisation, and more specifically parametric inter-
polation, has been used to creative effect in a number of
experimental computer music works, particularly in the
design of intuitive interfaces for composition or perfor-
mance For example, the popular music programming en-
vironment MaxMSP2 has for some time provided a se-
ries of objects that allow all numeric user interface vari-
ables to be stored as preset states, and further allows users

1See http://www.grasshopper3d.com.
2http://www.cycling74.com
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to smoothly interpolate from one preset state to another.
Other examples of specific experimental interface designs
include Collins’ SplineSynth (Collins, 1999) and Bencina’s
MetaSurface (Bencina, 2005). More broadly, suitable strate-
gies for mapping from control parameters to musical ele-
ments is a regular topic of discussion (e.g., see Wanderley,
2002). Yet despite music being one of the most fertile do-
mains for creative technology development, tools similar to
Rhino/Grasshopper, that combine professional creative en-
vironments with generative flexibility, have yet to emerge.
This may be due to differences between the structure of mu-
sic as compared to other creative domains, or to do with
typical working practices of musicians. Nevertheless, there
would appear to be no major differences in the potential cre-
ative gains that could be made by enabling parameterisation
in a musical domain.

Parameterisation is itself not sufficient to constitute musi-
cal metacreation. However, it provides a way to integrate the
workflow of creative musicians with musical metacreative
techniques such as evolutionary computation. Increasingly,
good design and successful integration of advanced AI into
regular workflows is being called for in such domains, such
as by the first author (Bown and Saunders, 2013). It also
suggests a number of new musical forms (such as the ex-
perimental album discussed in the following section) which
indicate novel application domains for creative AI.

A Parametric Album
The current work was the result of a project with a specific
experimental music goal: to compose an album of music
which could be parameterised and distributed in 1,000 vari-
ations3. This was with three distinct aims:

1. to explore the potential of the medium of digital distribu-
tion to facilitate alternative relationships between a music
consumer and a musical work – in this case, each individ-
ual who purchased a copy of the album received their own
unique version, in effect a ‘digital limited edition’;

2. to explore the musical possibilities of treating a compo-
sition as an entity with multiple manifestations – this is
of course a well established notion in general, but not in
the specific case of using technology to mechanise the
process of creating variation, especially at the production
stage;

3. to also explore the effect this context has on the creative
process of composition, from a design point of view, in
other words to look beyond the current creative project
towards general designs for musical parameterisation. An
important goal of the album was to create the conditions
by which one could work with standard professional tools
rather than musically obscure practices such as writing
program code.

The conceptual and creative aspects of this work are dis-
cussed in Bown and Britton (forthcoming), which gives fur-
ther detail about the musical parameters that have been used
(not discussed here due to space limitations).

3Fake Fish Distribution, by Icarus, available at
http://www.icarus.nu/FFD.

Musical Parameterisation in Ableton Live
This latter aim was well facilitated by the recent integration
of two popular commercial software packages: the digital
audio workstation (DAW) Ableton Live4, and the algorith-
mic media environment MaxMSP. As a result of this inte-
gration, almost any parameter accessible through the GUI
of Ableton Live can be remote-controlled from a MaxMSP
patch, including device parameters (devices include audio
effects and virtual instruments), mixer controls and clips
(clips are chunks of musical content, either MIDI or audio,
that can be triggered for playback in live performance or se-
quenced in a timeline to create a composition).

Keyframe-Based Breakpoint Function
Interpolation
An Ableton Live project is itself a parametric musical sys-
tem with a graphical user interface, and it is the mechanised
manipulation of these parameters that is our focus. A stan-
dard and effective approach to parametric control is based
on the idea of interpolation between keyframes, or more cor-
rectly, “key states”, where each state is a specific set of val-
ues for the given parameter set. However, since we typically
also expect to be able to control musical parameters over
time throughout the duration of a piece of music, as well as
from one variation to the next, we apply interpolation not
directly to parameter values but to breakpoint functions (in
a DAW these are typically known as automation lanes or
continuous controller tracks) that describe the progression
of parameters over time.

This requires two steps from the user: (1) the assignment
of actual parameters in Ableton Live to breakpoint func-
tions. This can be done directly (e.g., a breakpoint function
is used to control a track volume slider) or via some custom
mapping (discussed below); (2) the creation of a number of
breakpoint keyframes that can be interpolated between.

Our toolkit provides objects written in MaxMSP that fully
support the second stage, and facilitate the first stage. A
graphical breakpoint editor5 is provided that allows the user
to create, edit and recall breakpoint keyframes. An interpola-
tion strategy was developed to handle interpolation between
functions with differing numbers of points in an appropri-
ate way. For any given parameter, any number of breakpoint
functions could be created and an interpolation path through
them could be designed (see Figure 1).

Parameter Reduction, Coupling and Custom
Mapping
The mapping from breakpoint parameters can be direct, e.g.,
a breakpoint function controls a single dial or slider in a Live
device, or indirect. Live itself actually offers powerful tools
for coupling parameters: a ‘macro’ dial can be mapped to
multiple device parameters with different ranges, allowing
complex variation in effects chains to be controlled by sin-
gle parameters. In addition, since our tools are provided as

4http://www.ableton.com
5built around the ej.function.js object in Emanuel Jourdan’s

ejies library, available at http://www.e–j.com.
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Figure 1: A bank of breakpoint editors controlling parame-
ters (left), another breakpoint editor that is used to manage
interpolation between the breakpoint keyframes (top mid-
dle), and a resulting interpolation (right).

elements in Max for Live patches, it is easy to add map-
pings in Max from a single breakpoint function to multiple
elements. Furthermore, keyframe interpolations for different
breakpoint function parameters can be ultimately reduced to
a single parametric control.

As well as continuous parameters discrete Ableton Live
clips can also be activated. In order to represent sequences
of clips in a way that can be smoothly interpolated these
elements can also be controlled by continuous breakpoint
functions. Since Ableton allows a quantisation level to be set
individually for each clip this means that smoothly varying
clip onset times can be constrained to quantised positions.
Furthermore, Ableton’s clips are able to combine looped and
unlooped elements, such as an audio loop combined with a
volume ramp, and are also capable of applying simple rules
of progression from the end of one clip to the next. This al-
lows for quite complex musical structures to be set up in a
way that their arrangement can be parameterised, but with-
out losing the ability to manually control them in detail.

Trajectories as Parameters
A good approach to parameterising the long term structure
of a piece of music is to imagine the musical content in the
form of a 2D map. Different points on the map correspond
to a musical state (for example, the bassline and the drums
are playing, the reverb is set to max, etc.), and a smooth
trajectory through this space corresponds to one version of
the musical work. Using the Max nodes object, a partition
of a 2D space in regions can be made and mapped directly
to parameters. Two breakpoint functions can then be used
to control the x and y coordinates of the current position in
the musical state space. Interpolating between different in-
stances of these breakpoint functions corresponds to an in-
terpolation between different trajectories through the musi-
cal work. This can be highly effective as a design approach,
making it easy for a composer to easily conceptualise and
create a meaningful range of ways that a musical piece could
progress, and being able to carefully ensure that all transi-

tions are well designed.

Rendering Instances
Parameterised musical pieces can easily be rendered out into
actual instances, and this can be done in batches by iterating
through parameter sets. With Max for Live an unfortunate
limitation is that this needs to be done in realtime, since of-
fline rendering cannot be scripted (whereas playback con-
trols can be, and Max can itself be used to record the out-
put to a file). Being a versatile workstation, Ableton’s own
effects, or third party plug-ins, can be used to do pre-render
mastering. Further batch processing of the resulting files can
easily be done using a range of commandline or end-user
tools.

In the case of the album in 1,000 variations, the entire
set of parameter controls was reduced to a smoothly inter-
polating variation control, and 1,000 versions of each track
were rendered by incrementally working through this ver-
sion number. Different applications may require more mul-
tidimensional control of the parameters.

Conclusion
These tools were used to make the album Fake Fish Dis-
tribution, released in February 2012 on the Not Applicable
label, as a digital limited edition of 1,000 variations. They
achieved the aim of integrating parametric control into a
standard musical workflow in musically effective ways. We
believe that the tools will be of general applicability to com-
posers and will enable various forms of integration between
artist workflows and creative uses of AI techniques.
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